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About This Game
Real time strategy game featuring over 130 different types of units and technologies, 21 campaign missions with characters and
an intriguing story, unlimited random map skirmishes with many customizable settings, network multiplayer to challenge your
friends, and so much more in this RTS!
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Features
Build over 130 different types of units and technologies
Rescue the Omicron Initiative in 21 missions
Command and conquer massive 5,000 unit battles
Play unlimited random map skirmishes
Conquer four friends in online multiplayer combat
Dominate with seven awesome RTS mega units
Deploy a full arsenal of infantry, aircraft, naval, and ground forces
Enjoy rich environments with ambient objects and weather

The story:
You investigate a secluded military lab and find something horribly wrong! All of the scientists are missing and the facility is
ransacked. Years of research and top secret classified experiments are no where to be found.
The missing scientists, known as the Omicron Initiative, are responsible for developing new technologies. The only clue to their
disappearance is a mysterious text message reading "we were forced to do it". The team's disappearance threatens the secrecy of
it's research, which could potentially put your country into a chaotic panic. Now there's only one person who can rescue the
Omicron Initiative and protect its secret technology from falling into the wrong hands.
In 21 real time strategy missions you'll race across the world to find out who, or what, is responsible for the team's
disappearance. You'll battle with over 130 different types of RTS units ranging from infantry and ships to giant modern mega
units.
After honing your skills in the campaign, fire up a random map and experience insane 5,000 unit real time strategy battles!
Choose your nation and test your mettle in online multiplayer or conquer some AI opponents offline. Many adjustable options
ensure every game is unique. Want to play with only ground units? Make the victory condition the death of a specific unit? The
options are limitless in this real time strategy game!
It's time to arm up and get in the war!

Behind the Game:
Hello, my name is James, I'm an indie developer and programmed 100% of Machines at War 3 over the last two and a half
years! It was quite the undertaking and I almost gave up several times, but through bad times and good, I'm excited this real time
strategy game is done! I hope you enjoy it and if so please let me know, sometimes when things are tough an email or review
from a customer really helps. Game on!

Even more reviews!
"Easily one of the smoothest playing RTS experiences"
148Apps
"This game is epic."
iDownloadBlog
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"The number of units that can be created is staggering"
Armchair General
"An ultra-solid strategy game full of interesting features, large maps, and a wide array of gameplay situations."
Gamers Critic
"An assault helicopter above, exploding, and a little trooper in a teal jumpsuit parachuting out. Maybe a nice visual touch in
another game. Here? Well, shucks to that 'copter. You've got another pair of boots on the ground and a forward position to
secure."
"This control scheme really shines"
"Normally you can't access beard tech like that until the end of the the tree."
PocketTactics
"A robust selection of gameplay modes and units."
"Machines at War 3 is all about the action, and the game coats it in an engaging 21-mission campaign with unique objectives."
Mac|Life
"Every fibre screams homage to the retro RTS games we grew up on"
Gamegrin
"Machines at War 3 has a variety unmatched by other RTS titles."
Nizulo
"The randomly generated maps mean that the experience is new each and every time."
Daily Joypad
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Title: Machines At War 3
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Isotope 244 LLC
Publisher:
Isotope 244 LLC
Release Date: 23 Jul, 2014
a09c17d780

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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So far not a lot to play but what is available is deep and just amazing to explore. The soundtrack is great and the characters and
their development alone is worth the small price. I decided to play something new and cheap. I got this game. I want to highlight
the main points. The plot is quite interesting, but there are very tense moments. Also, the game weighs a little - that's a plus.
When you first start, you can go deaf, so remove the headphones. With regards to the price \/ quality ratio is balanced. Any
more serious minuses no longer found.. This a very addicting game that can be a quick play, or eat a whole 2 hours of your time.
P.L.P.A. Is a 16-bit dungeon crawler full of randomizing rooms, Traps, enemies, bosses, an tons of items.
The item system used is a "Grab-n-Go" style where you find a power up and decide to take it or leave it. The enemies randomize
just like the rooms, and the maps often times consist of 20 or so rooms. It always keeps me on my toes because its so EASY TO
LOSE! The second you go "hey a potion!" you have a boulder crush you or an enemy hits you. Stay awake or sleep for good.
Overall a fantastically made game. I am eager waiting for updates and play it regularly. Give the weak graphics some mercy,
because this gameplay is GOLD.. abandoned
. rad is hot 10\/10. Awesome game!
Thy Sword is a fairly simple and straightforward arcade-style action platformer that's really well-made everywhere it counts the controls are really tight, the combat feels snappy and satisfying, and the level of challenge feels just right. The game keeps
introducing new elements and challenges at a steady pace in a way that makes sure the game never gets boring, and it keeps the
difficulty curve just right throughout; just as you get comfortable with the combat, new areas will introduce new enemy types
requiring different tactics, as well as new hazards and more demanding boss fights.
The combat mechanics are simple but responsive, and since enemies have clearly defined and predictable behaviours you never
feel like you get punked by random bad luck, any failure is your own fault as a player - which is crucial in making a game like
this feeling fun and challenging, as opposed to just frustrating.
I've seen people express disappointment at the game's size and length - I can absolutely understand that feeling if you come to
the game expecting a roguelike action platformer in the vein of Spelunky or Rogue Legacy. I think of the game more like an oldschool single-screen arcade action game - along the lines of the original Donkey Kong or Bubble Bobble - but with some very
light RPG elements. In that light, I think the game's length, hidden secrets and difficulty feel just right.
While the game offers an easier difficulty with infinite lives that lets you sort of coast through the campaign, I think it's obvious
that the one-credit, single life mode is the true way the game should be played. I've personally only managed to beat the game on
the medium difficulty where you start with 3 credits (and can earn more) - but even that is a great, fun challenge to start with,
and definitely required a good number of attempts to finish. Reaching the level of skill to consistently one-credit clear the game
most likely will take many hours of practice, but to me that is the true heart of the game - reaching the end and beating the final
boss for the first time is really just the beginning.
As a fan of arcade action games, I'm really loving Thy Sword and would highly recommend it to anyone who enjoys these types
of game. Buy it already!
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I've only played it a little while so far, but I plan to play it a bit at a later date.
My first impression is that this is just like Mall Developer Story for mobiles. If you liked that, you'll like this. Roughly the same
price too. Had this game been a higher price tag I wouldn't be able to recommend it. Being $3.99 regularly it's not that big of a
risk.
Something that I don't like is how you collect money. A little coin appears on the stores. You have a window where you can
click it to collect your money. Miss it? You miss the money. Seems really weird in this kind of game to have that mechanic. If I
never play the game again, it's probably because of that. Takes away from building the mall and forces you to go clicking
everywhere to get cash.
Sort of a side note. People that make games like this obviously have zero clue how a mall is actually run. To put it simply, malls
are like rental properties. The management team are landlords. Each space is rented out to a tenant. The mall builds the
property, keeps it maintained, and tries to entice businesses to move in and open stores. I would really like to see someone make
a mall management game like that some day.
. This is the type of game where it irritates me that I *have* to say "yes" or "no" to recommending a game. I finished this game
with an overall response of "...meh." I wouldn't recommend it to *me*, but I see that many other players have enjoyed it, and
the graphics were quite nice, the game ran smoothly, and it was a fairly simple game that didn't take long to play through. I'm
going with "no" by a very *small* margin, and mosly because the game has such a lot of praise already and sometimes I find
differing opinions can help me make up my mind about a game I'm torn on (though for the moment, the game is free, so there's
that to consider as well.)
I think the biggest problem for me is that the game description, between the first paragraph and the "facts about fingerbones"
section, just gives too much away. I suppose the author was trying to avoid negative reviews by keeping people from playing it
who might be looking for what the game "isn't", but I think one has to risk that, and based on the general positivity of the
reviews I think the author *could* have risked that. For myself, because I knew what *wasn't* coming, and I had a good idea of
what was, a lot of the suspense was lost.
The second issue as far as suspense building went was the music. I found it somewhat irritating rather than moody: if you stand
in one place too long trying to figure out what you're supposed to do - which, since you're given very little lead, is going to
happen - I found it would just stay on one note, and the irritation that caused would pull me out of the puzzle I was working on,
and therefore the atmosphere that the author was trying to build around me.
Thirdly, I also think that one more setting should be added - because there are several back-and-forth runs, movement speed
should really be something else you can increase. I grew frustrated at the slow speed every time I was going through areas I'd
already passed and knew - again, breaking that aura of suspense that this type of game needs in order to succeed.. Do you hate
yourself and want to waste your time with no reward aside knowing you could have done something, anything better than this?
Then this is the game for you.
Seriously though, its not even worth the play through to have some laughs. Its just overly frustrating ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t. Play at your
own risk, or because you need something to do while you take a break from watching paint dry.. Great game with fun visuals. Its
one of those perfect quick play games that you can jump right into. Within a few minutes I was in the game and playing. Easy to
figure out and a fun concept. Looking forward to the multiplayer.. This game is really awesome mainly because it does
something else from other firstperson shooters which i'm really happy i mean com on have you ever seen a firstperson
shooter\/sports game. All i'm trying to say is that it's fun, unique and interesting. Overall i recomend this game to anyone.. Very
neat graphics and smooth movement perception, it's a great short game even without VR gear.
I could even buy a longer version of this game which is relaxing and challenging at the same time.
The colorful depiction of the interior of the cell and it's organelles is spectacular and looks like a Biology textbook in motion.

I loved this game.. Good but a little weak strategy wise for a game like this. For the .99 price tag it is worth it but it's just not
what I wanted out of the game.. This is actually my first review. So there was a hiccup with there not being mp3s with the initial
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release the devs quickly addressed the issue I think that is great, just to say that. I listened to the songs and while I think viking
metal is better they are not bad songs (in my opinion, which is this whole review, my opinion) though.
They don't seem to jump out as much to me. I look forward to more music dlc such as this and hope they keep up the good
work.
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